Management of peripheral lymph node tuberculosis in routine practice: an unselected 10-year cohort.
The varied behaviour of tuberculous lymph nodes during TB chemotherapy can cause clinical uncertainty, resulting in prolonged courses of treatment. To investigate whether results in routine practice in Blackburn, a high-incidence tuberculosis (TB) area in England and Wales, replicated the results of the 6-month chemotherapy trial for lymph node TB conducted by the British Thoracic Society. All TB cases managed at the Blackburn Chest Clinic are recorded prospectively. Patients with lymph node TB were identified over a 10-year period. A total of 100 patients with lymph node TB were listed in the database. Fine-needle aspiration was performed in 49 patients, while 66 underwent incisional lymph node biopsy. Culture confirmation was achieved in 60 cases. Sinus and new lymph node development was comparable between our study and the BTS trial. After cessation of treatment, 10 patients developed new/enlarged lymph nodes, but further investigations revealed that only three patients had relapsed TB. The varied behaviour of lymph node TB during and after treatment causes clinical uncertainty. Six months of chemotherapy is effective for fully susceptible TB in routine clinical practice in England. Investigation of new signs is important in differentiating patients with relapsed TB from normal varied behaviour.